Abstract
Introduction
Autonomous distributed systems rely on a range of shared services. We consider an environment where services are encapsulated in shared objects. These objects can be long-lived and can be accessed concurrently by different clients. It is desirable to maintain the consistency of the state of these objects in the presence of concurrent access and failures. Transactions, which have been well studCollege of Computing Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, GA 30332 U S A mustaq@cc.gatech.edu ied, address these problems in database systems. However, due to loose coupling between clients accessing shared services in autonomous systems, the traditional consistency criterion (namely serializability) employed in transactional systems is not appropriate. This is primarily because it limits concurrency and does not permit implementations in which a client can complete a transaction by accessing locally available copies of shared objects. The latter is important in autonomous systems because communication with other clients of a service may not be possible at all times.
We explore consistency criteria that provide higher levels of concurrency and are'better suited for many distributed applications.
In a shared object system, a consistency criterion defines which is the value that must be returned to a process when it reads an object, and a protocol implementing a consistency criterion describes how processes have to be synchronized in order to ensure that they read correct values (i.e., satisfy the consistency criterion). Serializability and the two phase locking protocol, mainly studied and used in the database field, are the best known examples of a consistency criterion and its associated implementation protocol.
Traditional consistency criteria (namely, atomicity [ 1 11, serializability [5] and linearizability [ 7 ] ) require that all processes have the same sequential view of the computation. This view is formally defined as a total order on operations issued by processes and an execution is correct if any read of an object gets the last value previously written into this object (the words 'last' and 'previously' refer to the total order of operations defined by the common view). These criteria have largely been studied. But, if they are natural and easy to use, their implementations are based on strong synchronization constraints that severely limit efficiency of distributed applications as soon as these applications are composed of many processes or cover a large geographic area. Similarly, the extensive coordination implied by the synchronization constraints is not desirable when sharing is across relatively autonomous nodes.
In this paper, we are interested in exploring weaker consistency criteria in which the causality relation between read and write operations on shared objects plays a central role. These criteria reveal to be sufficient to match data consistency requirements of a class of applications and their implementations result in greater availability of data and better performance. Weaker consistency levels have been explored in shared memory environment but they are typically defined at the level of an access to a shared object because when necessary, explicit synchronization is used to ensure consistency of a sequence of operations. A novel aspect of our work is that we consider an abstraction level at which read and write operations are encapsulated inside transactions. This allows a sequence of accesses of a computation to be programmed without explicit synchronization and they will appear to execute as a single unit without being interrupted by other concurrent accesses or failures. Thus, rather than a single operation on a single object, the consistency criteria must address transactions that may manipulate many objects. Two new consistency criteria, causal consistency and causal serializability, are introduced in the context of systems composed of sequential processes that execute transactions.
Causal consistency is the weaker criterion considered: in addition to the sequentiality on transactions issued by each process, it considers only dependency on transactions due to a read-from relation. This relation is defined in the following way: a transaction that reads a value written by another transaction is dependent on it. So, with causal consistency, two concurrent transactions that write into the same object can be perceived in a different order by two processes (with serializability, they are perceived in the same order). The second criterion considered, causal serializability, lies between causal consistency and serializability and is a consistency criterion strong enough to satisfy a wide range of applications (e.g., inventory control, distributed dictionaries, reservation systems or cooperative work). Causal serializability is causal consistency plus the following constraint: all transactions writing into the same object must be perceived by all processes in the same sequential order. This ensures there is always one and only one 'last' value for each object (in particular, there is a unique last value of each object for all processes, at the end of the computation).
The focus of this paper is on formally defining the two new consistency criteria and on developing their implementations in an environment where copies of shared objects are maintained at each node where they are accessed. These nodes could be the ones where instances of a replicated service execute. Causal consistency allows both query (i.e., read-only) and update (i.e., read-write) transactions to be executed without any coordination among nodes because they can complete by accessing the local copies of the objects. Causal serializability requires synchronization for write accesses of update transactions but read accesses issued by update or query transactions can be completed with local copies of shared objects and do not incur synchronization costs. In contrast, serializability requires that both read and write accesses appearing in update transactions synchronize with other transactions. Furthermore, serializability imposes stronger ordering requirements for messages that are used to propagate updates to shared objects.
The paper is composed of three main sections. Section 2 introduces the computational model (basically an execution is a partially ordered set of transactions executed by processes). Section 3 revisits serializability and formally defines causal consistency and causal serializability. Section 4 presents protocols implementing these criteria in a distributed system.
Shared Object Model

Preliminary definitions
We consider a system composed of a finite set of sequential processes P I , Pz, . . . , P, which interact through a finite set X of shared objects. Each object x E X can be accessed by a read or a write operation. A write into an object defines a new value for the object; a read allows a process to obtain a value of the object. The execution of a write operation that assigns the value v into object 2 is denoted w(x)w (for simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume all values written into an object are different). The execution of a read operation of the object 2, that returns value w is denoted A process P i executes transactions. A transaction t is a "procedure" composed of read and write operations. It is assumed that every transaction is structured in the following way: first it reads shared objects, then it does internal computation (i.e., computation not involving shared objects), and finally it issues write operations on shared objects; moreover, an object is read (written) at most once by a Let hi denote the set of transaction executions issued by P i
and --+i be the total order relation on transactions issued by Pi. & is the totally ordered set (hi, +i).
T(X)U.
'This restriction can easily be overcome by reading shared object values in private variables and computing with them.
Execution Histories
An execution history (or simRly a history) of a shared objects system is a partial order H = ( H , + H ) such that:
(iii) 3 t3: t l -+H t3 and t3 +H t2 (transitivity)
As we can see, an execution history is defined at the transaction abstraction level. As in database transaction systems, read and write operations induce precedence on transactions but do not appear explicitly in a history.
Two transactions t l and t2 are concurrent in i? if i ( t l -+H t2) and i ( t 2 -+H t l ) .
Consistency of Shared Objects
This section defines three consistency criteria for shared objects accessed by processes through transactions. These definitions are based on the legality concept.
Legal Transaction
Let us consider a history i?. Informally, a transaction t E H is legal if it does not read overwritten values. More formally, legality of a transaction is defined in the following way.
Definition. Legal transaction. A transaction t is legal if
Vr(z)v E t: 3 such that :
is no overwriting transaction)
Serializability
This is the consistency criterion used with database transactions' [ 2 ] . Informally, serializability expresses the 2Serializability has been explored in great detail in the database field and there exist many different characterizations for it. Our definition is similar to conflict based serializability used in database systems. Also, when considering the database context, processes in our model correspond to to transaction managers that execute the transactions. Remark. Let us note that if every transaction is reduced to include either a single read or a single write operation, serializability is the same as sequential consistency [9] , which is the most used criterion to define semantics of memories in shared memory systems [l, 121.
Causal Consistency
While serializability considers that all processes muzt have the same sequential view of the whole execution H (the view defined by a legal linear extension), causal consistency is weaker in the following sense: it allows eac) process to have its own sequential view of the execution H as long as the individual views preserve the causality relation + H . This example shows the main difference between causal consistency and serializability: with causal consistency, concurrent updates can be perceived in a different order by two processes (ti and t: are concurrent in H 2 and perceived differently by Pj and in @ and S!?k respectively) while they must be perceived in the same order by all processes with serializability. It is important to note that, a process considered alone5 cannot know whether the execution is serializable or only causally consistent. 
Causal Serializability
For some applications, serializability is too strong a consistency criterion while causal consistency is too weak. With causal consistency, when two update transactions that write into the same object are concurrent, they can be ordered differently by two processes in their views of the execution. This could lead to different final states of the system according to different processes. Causal serializability prevents such a possibility by adding the following constraint to causal consistency: all transactions that update the same object must be perceived in the same order by all processes. This constraint ensures that, for each object, there is 5i.e., no process has hidden interaction with the other processes. a unique 'last' value on which all processes agree. It follows from this definition that causal serializability lies between causal consistency and serializability. Formally, causal serializability is defined in the following way.
Definition. Causal Serializability. A history 2 = ( H ,
As an example, let us consider an execution modeled by history g 3 ( Figure 2b ). It is easy to see that 2 3 is not seri- 
& and S!?.
Note that g2, which is causally consistent, is not causally serializable since updates tj and t i which write into the same object z cannot be ordered in the same way by Pj and pk (they are ordered in one way in s2j and in another way in s 2 k ) .
(ii') all update transactions of k are totally ordered.
It is possible to show that constraints (i)+(ii') imply serializability. This generalizes to transaction systems a result presented in [3, 151 for shared memory systems (i.e., systems where processes read and write memory locations). These references establish sufficient conditions under which a program, run on a causal memory, behaves as if it was executed on a sequentially consistent memory. One of these sufficient conditions is that all write operations be ConcurrentWrite Free (in short CWF, i.e., no two write operations are executed concurrently). In the particular case where transactions reduce to a single read or write operation, CWF is identical to constraint (ii').
Let us replace constraint (ii) by the following
Implementation Protocols
A protocol implementing a consistency criterion must ensure all execution histories will satisfy the constraint pk \ Figure 2. (a) A causally consistent history F2 and (b) a causally serializable history g 3 defining the criterion considered. Till now, no particular assumption on the way objects are implemented has been made in defining these criteria. So, a family of protocols can be designed for systems in which each object has a single copy, while another family can be designed for systems where each object has several copies.
We consider here a full replication6 scheme: each object 2 is replicated on each process Pi; zi will denote the copy of 2 located on Pi. In order to correctly implement a particular consistency criterion, each Pi is superimposed on a protocol that manages its local copies of the objects. A broadcast primitive is used by the protocol to send updated values of objects. We assume that this primitive provides reliable delivery and hence a copy of the message is delivered to all processes except its sender. We do not assume any message ordering guarantees from the broadcast primitive.
Causal Consistency
The main point of a protocol that has to ensure causal consistency is the tracking of causal dependencies between transactions. To do such a tracking, each process Pi is endowed with a control variable vti [l 
broadcast update(i, uti, {(y, wy): Vy E W ( t ) } )
As indicated previously, when a message update(j, vt, S) is received by Pi, the protocol delays its processing until all causally preceding updates have been applied to local copies. Then it updates atomically the local copies with the new values reported in the message. V (y, w') E S do y; := wY od Actually, this protocol is similar to the one proposed in [3] to implement causally consistent memories; its correctness proof follows the same principle. It is also interesting to note that this protocol is the same as the one proposed in [ 141 to implement causally ordered communications on top of asynchronous systems. Additionally, this implementation of causal consistency is fully autonomous or wait-free: a process executing a transaction is never suspended due to a synchronization constraint added by the protocol. From this property, we can conclude that causal consistency copes naturally with partitions (in that case it is only necessary to ensure update messages are not lost and will be delivered when partitions merge).
Causal Serializability
Causal serializability must ensure (i) causal consistency and (ii) for each object, a total ordering of all update transactions writing into it. As the previous algorithm (described in Subsection 4.1) guarantees (i), we have only to augment it with synchronization rules guaranteeing (ii). A simple way to do this is by associating a token with each object and requiring that an update transaction first acquire the tokens for the objects it wants to write and retain these tokens till it has broadcast its update message.
Tokens transfer should be done in a manner that is consistent with the delivery of other messages so causality is not violated. This can be easily realized by using a delivery rule for tokens similar to the one used for the delivery of update messages. So, a token carries the value of the vector wt of its last owner (the last process that used this token) and is delivered to requesting process Pi only when all updates known by the token have been applied to Pi's local copies
The previous rules are translated in the following statements. Let tokenx be the unique token associated with object 2. When Pi executes a transaction, it executes the following steps (as before, steps 3-8 are executed atomically and, if a transaction is a query, it executes only steps 3 and 4). When Pi receives an update message it executes the same steps as in the previous algorithm. As indicated, the delivery of a token is delayed to ensure correct tracking of causal dependencies: Management of tokens. The management of tokens has to ensure that any process requesting a token will eventually get it. This can be accomplished by associating Lamport's time-stamps [8] with update transactions and by piggy-backing these time-stamps on requests issued by processes to get tokens. Due to the uniqueness of the timestamp associated with an update, all conflicts for tokens will be solved in the same way, guaranteeing the absence of deadlocks. Moreover, monotonically increasing timestamps ensure absence of starvation. (More details on such an use of Lamport's time-stamps to avoid deadlock and starvation when allocating several resources -here, tokens-can be found in [ 131 .) Correctness of the protocol. Proof of (i): This proof is based on the fact that this algorithm is built on top of the algorithm described in Section 4.1 which ensures causal consistency. It differs from it in the addition of tokens. So, we only need to verify that tokens management preserves causal consistency. This follows from the fact that delivery of tokens to processes is done according to causal ordering [14] and so it does not violate causal consistency. Proofof(ii): Point (ii) could be violated if after a write on 2 (transaction t l ) by a process Pj, process Pi first receives tokenx allowing it to write z (transaction t2) and later receives from Pj the update message with the new value of 2 related to t l (see the space-time diagram depicted in Figure 3) . In that case, P, will (incorrectly) perceive t2 +s, t l while Pj will (correctly) perceive t l +s, t2. This is impossible as the vector vt piggy-backed by token2 constraints its delivery to occur only after the update message related to the new value of 2. Let jZ be the total order relation created by tokenx on all updates transactions writing x. It follows from the previous discussion t?at, if t l jZ t2, then t l is ordered before t2 in every view Si.
Vy E W ( t )
Sketch of a Protocol for Serializability
A protocol implementing serializability can be devised in a way similar to the one used for causal consistency and causal serializability. Its design follows the remark of Section 3.4 which stated that a history H is serializable if (i)$ is causally consistent and (ii') all update transactions of H are totally ordered.
Point (i) is implemented by the protocol defined in Section 4.1. Point (ii') could be (inefficiently) implemented by a unique token that would order all update transactions. A more efficient implementation of point (ii') is provided by the two following rules R1 and R2. Basically, R1 ensures serializability for all update transactions supposing objects are not replicated. Rule R2 ensures one-copy equivalence for the set of all objects. Legality of query transactions is ensured by the underlying protocol implementing causal consistency. 0 RuleR2. This rule ensures one-copy equivalence for the set of all objects. It requires dissemination of update messages be consistent, i.e., all update messages be delivered to every process in the same total order and without violating causal consistency. This can be realized by using a broadcast primitive that sends messages to all processes (including their senders) and delivers messages to processes in the same total order. The Isis ABCAST primitive provides such a delivery property8. This broadcast primitive is used by the underlying protocol (described in Section 4.1) that has to be modified accordingly. An update transaction executed by process P i finishes when P i is delivered the corresponding update message it sent with the AB-CAST primitive (a similar protocol, called fast-read, is used in [4] to implement sequential consistency).
It is important to note that, due to the underlying causal consistency layer, query transactions are not constrained 'Actually, if there are no query transactions, Rule R1 implements linearizability [7] on a set of non duplicated objects. Linearizability is a consistency criterion more constraining than serializability [4] ; it is equivalent to strict serializabiliry.
'As noted in the "group multicast" literature, such a protocol is more expensive than a protocol implementing causal delivery of messages; in his thesis [17] , Schmuck showed that causal order protocols need basically one phase while total order protocols require two phases in asynchronous distributed systems.
by acquisition of read tokens, and so can be executed locally (e.g., in a wait-free manner) as in previous protocols. Moreover, let us note that classical lock-based protocols implementing serializability require that any (query or update) transaction first obtains appropriate read or write tokens (quorums) for the objects it wants to access. With this stronger synchronization, vectors are no more necessary to track causality relation, version numbers associated with objects are sufficient [ 5 ] . This shows there is a tradeoff between synchronization imposed on an execution and size of control information necessary to track causal dependencies: the more synchronized is the execution, the less control information is necessary.
Discussion
Many implementations are possible for the three consistency criteria. The ones that we have developed in the previous sections demonstrate the important differences between the various criteria and also show why causal consistency and causal serializability allow greater autonomy and higher availability compared to serializability. Causal consistency allows both query and update transactions to be completed locally and hence in a wait-free manner. Such implementations of query transactions are also possible with causal serializability and serializability. However, the synchronization imposed on update transactions distinguishes these consistency criteria from each other as well as from causal consistency. Only write accesses on each object need to be synchronized in causal serializability whereas both read and write accesses issued by update transactions must incur such synchronization in serializable executions. In transactions in which large number of objects are read but only few are updated, the performance of causal serializable transactions can be significantly better compared to their execution with the serializability consistency criterion.
If we consider each process has a vote for every object x, owning a read or a write token amounts to get a sufficient number of votes. Let T , (respt. w,) the number of votes a process has to obtain in order to read (respt. write) 2. Table 1 depicts the number of votes required by a read (respt. write) issued by a transaction in the three previous protocols (n is the number of processes). As can easily be seen from the table, the ability to execute transactions by contacting fewer other nodes decreases from causal consistency to causal serializability and from the latter to serializability. write by an update
